Zones makes IT ready for business.

Zones takes care of all aspects of technology design, deployment, and support to create a worry-free experience. At our company-owned Technology Solution Centers located across the country, Zones experts in IT configuration, logistics, and implementation ensure smooth rollouts of complex deployments.

Zones delivers IT through Clifton Park Technology Solution Center.

The Zones Technology Solution Center in Clifton Park, NY, is equipped to accommodate our services and expedite deliveries. Our experienced staff is capable of receiving, storing, processing, shipping, and delivering products in a timely and cost-effective manner. And with quality control checks in place, the accuracy and completeness of the work performed is guaranteed.

- Centrally located in Clifton Park, NY, within 5 miles of Albany International Airport.
- Fully certified technical staff with a minimum of A+ certification.
- 151,000 square feet.
- Over 9,000 picking locations.
- State-of-the-art integration facility.
- 14,000 square feet for handling special projects.
- Local and box-less delivery via Zones nfrastructure truck.

Visit zones.com or call 800.408.ZONES today. First Choice for IT™
Zones offers IT Lifecycle Management.

Zones services span the entire IT lifecycle. Whether your plans call for virtualizing the infrastructure, designing a network, rolling out unified communications, or disposing of obsolete equipment, Zones has the people and programs to make it happen.

> Bench/rack space to configure and image up to 300 units at a time.
> Repair center for warranty and non-warranty products.
> Refurbishment center and OBR checking.
> Bandwidth to support large application downloads and updates.
> Robust wireless network to support integration of mobile devices.
> Custom labeling, bar coding, and packaging.
> Asset tagging and serial number reporting.
> Secure asset retrieval and DoD disk wipes.
> Environmentally responsible IT asset disposition services.

Zones provides a first-hand experience.

Zones gives you an in-depth look at the IT products and solutions you are considering before you make a final decision. The Clifton Park Technology Solution Center has solution, training, and client briefing areas where you can:

> See how integrated solutions work in an IT environment.
> Compare product alternatives side by side.
> Explore the latest innovations in technology.
> Receive training from industry-certified specialists.